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Road trip Australia in a GT40
Just over 1,000km/620m from home are The Devils Marbles
south of Tennant Creek. Located in the traditional country of
the Warumungu, Kaytetye, Alyawarra and Warlpiri people
who call the Devils Marbles Karlu Karlu, which literally
translates as ‘round boulders'. Varying in size, from 50
centimetres up to six metres across many of the giant stones
are precariously balanced on top of one another, appearing
to defy gravity. They continue to crack and erode today,
creating an ever-changing landscape.

280km/174m to go to Alice Springs - Barrow Creek Telegraph
Station was chosen in September 1871 by John Ross’
Overland Telegraph exploring party, which was assessing
Stuart’s route to set up a telegraph line through Central
Australia.
The site was chosen due to the presence of surface water and
for a well site of about 10 to 12 feet.
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Member and GT40 owner
Clayton Ottley resides in Coolalinga,
a 20 minute drive from the centre of
Darwin City in Australia’s Northern
Territory and a cool 1,500km/932m
drive from Alice Springs.
Clayton takes up the story: “After
everyone raving about the Red Centre
Nats 01, we decided to take
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